
Philosophy Meeting# 13
⇐ Is a child morally obligated to care for /attend tomaintain

a relationship with his/her parents ? What toes a child
"
owe

" his/her parents, if anything?

Agastya kicked off the discussion by saying that children tonot owe anything to their parents for caring for them, for
two main reasons:

① Food
, shelter, and the other things that parents provide

for us are all things that they are morally obligated
to give us anyways . How can we owe something in return
for something that is owes to us?

② Some might say that we owe our parents for bringing us
into existence, but we did not# that of them . Our

relationship was not voluntary - like if someone were
to wash your car without your request and expect
compensation for it .

Shanshan rebutted these arguments :
①↳ parents (namely, the good ones ) provide us with more
than what we're entitled to as a living human being
(like a car, entertainment, etc.) . In fact, once we're
old enough to provide for ourselves by working, they don't
even owe us foot t shelter !

②
.

As soon as we'reold enough to care for ourselves, we have
the option of refusingour poets' resources, so the
relationship is voluntary . ↳



Another criticism of Agastya's 2nd argument : sometimes we care
owe things (morally) to people with whom our relationship is

involuntary . Eog . if I walk past aToffler who is drowning in a
pond , I'm obligated to help him simply because I'm the
person who is inthe best position to do it

,
even though I Lait

have
any

"teal " with the tattler
.

Shan Shan briefly questioned theassuwption that our parents are
morally obligated to provide us with the necessities. Agastya
res ported by saying that wetake human-like to be inherently
valuable

,
and that

,
like in the "drowning Toffler

" situation
,

our parents are the people best suited to tend to our inures-ate
meets whenwe are born.
Sarah Luna asset that if a parent has in# resource
to care for a child , their obligation might include giving the
child away to someonewho can better care for it .

To conceptualize Shan Shan's idea of us owing our parents
for the 'extra" benefits they provide us with , Agastya uses
a graph ::
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Where it represents the quality of life provided by our panelts, 8
represents the quality of life that we could achieve alone, X is
the youngest agewhen wecan come for ourself , and the shaded
area quantifies "how much " weowe our parents .



Afterthat
, wewent through a few theories of filial obligation

ant critiqued each one :

DEBTTHEoR One owe's payment to one's parents in equal
measure to the resources that they invested inthe child,
regardless of the parents ' meets or the child's situation,
unless the parents absolve the child of this " Left ."

we had essentially already considered this idea, so we didn't
spend much more time talkingabout it. The main concerns
werethe involuntariness ofthe relationship and thefact that
the analogy b/w creditor - debtor e parent - child is faulty .

FRIENDSHIPTHEORY : children should to for their parents only
what they should to for a friend with whom they are on good
terms and voluntarily in a relationship . Parents should not
expect repayment, just as " good " friends should not expect
repayment of favors .

Shan Shan
,
however

, thought that one isobligatet morally to
to favors for a friend from whom one receives favors ( but
I bragged with this, since the relationship is very informal
artthere B no agreement of repayment ) .

Agastya notes that perhaps in some relationships, one might
bemodally owed something , but not entitled to ask for it .
For instance, if a friend has tore me favors andthey askmefor a favor

, maybe I should help them, but my friend is

not right to expect that I help them . Only a third parity
can say that (according to Agastya) .



We never really resolved this , since Shan Shan had to leave .

GRAETHf : one owes gratitude to a parent in response
to their benevolence (within reason - this benevolence shouldn't
be $. excessive that it is belittlingto the child)

However, although the child ought to begrateful, theparents tart
havea right to it .

Also
, no distinction is made between voluntarily and involuntarily
accepted benefits - the child ought to be grateful for ad of
it
, maybe even the things that they were entitled to

Sarah Lunn likes this theory, but I have a few concerns :

§
How exactly is a child obligated to " be grateful ?

" Just

by acting grateful , on performingtoken gestures like saying" thank you ?
" A child certainly can't be obligated to feel

grateful, since we don't really have control over our feelings .
But if we tent feet grateful but we act grateful anyways,

is that a problem?that's dishonest . . .↳ Think of it this way : parents (usually) lovetheir children and
tenne satisfaction and peace of mind from seeingtheir well-being.
So whena parent is " benevolent" to a child, they benefit
just by seeingtheir child happy. Really, they're paying for
their owe happiness . So why should they be owed anythingforthat?

Although sayingthnt gratitude is moally.tl#tory creates some
issues, Sarah Luna is probably right to say that showing gratitude
(ever falsely, sometimes) improves the quality ofthe relationship .

→



One more theory, similar to what Shanshan initially said :

sPEGALGoo0STHEoR# : A child ought to provide " special goofs"
for its parents if parents provided special goofs to them, where
a
" special good " is Lehinet as something one receives that is
not easily obtainable from another person leg . parental 1.vets
a special good, food is not)

The hiffeoerce w/ Shan Shan's original theory is that she
emphasized all goofs that aren't necessities leg . a car) but
" special goofs " referto more intangible things that can only
come from certain people .

Agastya criticizes this by sayingthat everything is technically a
"special good ; since no two people can ever provide you with
thesame thing .

Then . . . people got a bit silly and we didn't go into it much further.

Next meeting is the movie meeting- we're watching an
artsy movie called COLUMBUS

. Please do not watch it on your
own (but you can watch the trailer) .


